
Memorial Gift
Giving a Memorial Gift in memory of a loved one not
only affirms your commitment to ensuring our Catholic
beliefs and values, but also recognizes that this passion
for protecting our Faith was shared by your loved one.

Honor Gift
Why spend time and energy running around looking for  
a gift that may just end up on the shelf? An Honor Gift  
not only makes a great gift for a loved one’s birthday,
graduation, wedding, or other special occasion, but they  
also provide important financial support to all of our  
organizations and charities.

The person or family the gift is being made in honor or memory  
of will be notified of your contribution on their behalf.

HONOR & MEMORIAL GIFTS
Celebrate and Remember Loved Ones

The average Catholic spends approximately 5% of their  
life in the Church - going to church, attending school,  
and participating in the sacraments. Wouldn’t it be amazing 
to remember that precious time with an Honor and Memorial 
Gift? Honor and Memorial gifts are also wonderful ways  
to commemorate significant milestones such as birthdays 
and weddings and can provide you with an opportunity  
to celebrate the memory of a friend or family member  
who has passed away. The Catholic Foundation can  
also provide funeral donation envelopes.
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To learn more and to create your own custom giving plan, please contact: 

P.O. Box 4004 | La Crosse, WI 54602
608.519.9892 | cfwcw.org



Let’s talk

Why Choose Us

The Foundation ensures Catholics a way to leave their legacy 
uniquely aligned with their Catholic values and beliefs. Donors 
enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that their gift directly supports 
the Catholic organizations that they choose.

Who We Serve

The Foundation assists donors throughout the 19 counties 
of West Central Wisconsin in creating a meaningful impact 
through planned giving and charitable fund management. 
Additionally, the Foundation works closely with the charitable 
entities that the donors designate as beneficiaries, as well  
as with Catholic organizations who apply for grants.
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How do I make a Gift
  To make a Memorial Gift or Honor Gift to an existing fund, please contact our office. 

From there, we can help you choose a fund you would like to make a donation to.  
We will also need the name of the person you wish to remember or honor. You may also 
establish a new fund at the Catholic Foundation in honor or memory of a loved one.

Remember the past with
G R A T I T U D E

Live the present with
E N T H U S I A S M

Look forward to the future with
C O N F I D E N C E
- Pope Saint John Paul II
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